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Inter-domain linkers (IDLs)’ bridge flanking domains and support inter-domain communication in multi-domain proteins.
Their sequence and conformational preferences enable them to carry out varied functions. They also provide sufficient
flexibility to facilitate domain motions and, in conjunction with the interacting interfaces, they also regulate the inter-
domain geometry (IDG). In spite of the basic intuitive understanding of the inter-domain orientations with respect to lin-
ker conformations and interfaces, we still do not entirely understand the precise relationship among the three. We show
that IDG is evolutionarily well conserved and is constrained by the domain–domain interface interactions. The IDLs
modulate the interactions by varying their lengths, conformations and local structure, thereby affecting the overall IDG.
Results of our analysis provide guidelines in modelling of multi-domain proteins from the tertiary structures of constitu-
ent domain components.

Keywords: multi-domain proteins; inter-domain linkers; inter-domain orientation; linker flexibility; interface constraints

Introduction

Two domains contiguous in multi-domain proteins are
tethered by a stretch of polypeptide segment which is
referred as the inter-domain linker (IDL). The IDLs vary
in their size, composition and structure (George &
Heringa, 2002). Analysis of IDLs of multi-domain
proteins traditionally has been useful in expanding our
understanding of nature of these fragments. Studying com-
positional and conformational properties of IDLs has pro-
vided us with the knowledge of designing flexible and
strong tethers with unique desired properties for chimeric
proteins (Arai, Ueda, Kitayama, Kamiya, & Nagamune,
2001; McClendon et al., 2008; Nomura et al., 2012; Wrig-
gers, Chakravarty, & Jennings, 2005). This has also aided
in the advancement and design of novel experimental
methods in molecular biology (Tang, Jiang, Parakh, &
Hilvert, 1996). These design principles involve generation
of fusion proteins for antibody binding, adapter domains,
fluorescent protein tagging and immunoassaying (Arai
et al., 2001; Bird et al., 1988; Maeda et al., 1996).

Apart from serving as a covalent link between the
domains of a multi-domain protein, linker regions could

affect the function of the protein in various ways
(Wriggers et al., 2005). The IDL regions equip proteins
with unique ways of coupling biological functions of the
tethered domains. The extent of functional coupling is
determined by the structural communications between the
domains (Bashton & Chothia, 2002). These features aid in
modulating protein function precisely (Altschuh, Tessier,
& Vernet, 1994). This is one of the predominant features
of multi-domain proteins which have functional sites
within the tethered domains (Wei, Ye, & Dunaway-Mari-
ano, 2001). Most of the two-domain enzymatic proteins
have a catalytic and a regulatory domain (Traut, 1988).
The functional regulatory signals from the regulatory
domain are often transmitted through the IDL segments
(Abbott et al., 2000; Morra, Potestio, Micheletti, &
Colombo, 2012). In experiments which introduce pertur-
bations in these linkers the regulation and overall func-
tional effects vary widely (Lu, Chai, & Fu, 2009; Strang,
Wales, Brown, & Wild, 1993; Takizawa et al., 2011; Val-
entini et al., 2000). On the contrary, certain multi-domain
proteins have functional sites which are dynamic. These
functional sites are formed at the inter-domain interface
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and are dependent on the extent of interaction between the
tethered domains. This serves as an elegant strategy to
regulate protein function. Such linker regions often
undergo major conformational transitions to juxtapose the
domains in active conformation. These and other features
of IDLs form a central part of allosteric regulation of vari-
ous proteins (Altschuh et al., 1994; Valentini et al., 2000).
These have been extensively studied by mutational analy-
sis (Fiorani et al., 2003). Few proteins have active sites
and catalytic residues within the IDL regions. These have
been termed as soft linkers, which can undergo easy struc-
tural transitions to aid catalysis. In few cases structural
changes are triggered by post-translational modifications
of the linker segments (Bonet-Costa et al., 2012). Linkers
can also act as structural scaffolds and aid in proteins
looping around other macromolecules (Nomura et al.,
2012; van Leeuwen, Strating, Rensen, de Laat, & van der
Vliet, 1997). They have also been instrumental in molecu-
lar signalling events in prokaryotes by adopting specific
helical conformation (Aravind & Ponting, 1999). Flexibil-
ity and hydrophilicity in the linkers are important in pre-
venting disturbance of domain functions (Wriggers et al.,
2005). More rigid linkers (helical and proline rich)
(Adzhubei & Sternberg, 1994) also may keep domains
apart and act as spacers and prevent unfavourable interac-
tion during folding (Briggs & Smithgall, 1999; George &
Heringa, 2002; Gokhale, Tsuji, Cane, & Khosla, 1999;
Ikebe et al., 1998). Softness in linker regions control inter-
domain orientations. The flexible motion of domains with
respect to one another is controlled by hinge regions local-
ized in linkers (Ikebe et al., 1998). These bending and
shearing motions vary from protein to protein and are
involved in function (Bennett, Choe, & Eisenberg, 1994;
Bennett & Eisenberg, 1994; Winkler, Schutt, Harrison &
Bricogne, 1977).

All the above discussed functional diversity of multi-
domain proteins stems from the amino acid composition,
the conformational preferences and the flexibility/rigidity
of IDLs. The combination of sequence, structure and
dynamic features enables selective advantage of linker
regions to aid in the global functions of a protein favour-
ably. Previous studies on IDLs show varying geometric
properties and biophysical features which act as impor-
tant signatures of the linkers (Wriggers et al., 2005).
With the increasing sequence and structural databases
and novel experimental methods to study linkers, the
coherence among studied properties is diminishing and
this has made generalizations unattainable.

The enormous diversity in linker properties has made
prediction of the linker region from solely the sequence
information a daunting task. Although there exist many
machine learning (Adzhubei & Sternberg, 1994; Benros,
de Brevern, & Hazout, 2009; Ebina, Toh, & Kuroda,
2009; Miyazaki, Kuroda, & Yokoyama, 2006)
approaches to predict IDL regions, the problem is tightly

coupled to the domain boundary (Chen et al., 2010;
Eickholt, Deng, & Cheng, 2011; Ezkurdia, Grana,
Izarzugaza, & Tress, 2009; Yoo et al., 2008; Yoo, Sikder,
Zhou, & Zomaya, 2008) and domain prediction methods
(Dong, Wang, Lin, & Xu, 2006; Dumontier, Yao, Feld-
man, & Hogue, 2005; Eickholt et al., 2011; Kong &
Ranganathan, 2004; Zhang, Liu, Dong, & Jin, 2011).
Most linker prediction methods perform poorly if there
are errors associated with domain assignment itself
(Ezkurdia et al., 2009).

In this current research, we attempt to understand the
roles of IDLs in multi-domain proteins with respect to
domain orientation in particular. We discuss how flexibil-
ity, sequence and conformational preferences of IDL
regions affect the inter-domain interactions and inter-
domain orientations and hence affect the functional cou-
pling of the domains. Inter-domain interactions are
important in maintaining stability in multi-domain pro-
teins (Bhaskara & Srinivasan, 2011). We use the concept
of protein blocks (PB) (de Brevern, 2005; de Brevern,
Etchebest, & Hazout, 2000; Fourrier, Benros, & de Bre-
vern, 2004; Joseph et al., 2010) to understand the local
conformational transitions to demarcate linkers form
other loop regions. We also address the length depen-
dence of linker conformations in relation to preservation
of inter-domain geometry (IDG).

Methods

Data-set of 3D structures of multi-domain proteins

The data-set of multi-domain proteins was obtained by
mining the PDB (http://www.pdb.org) (Berman,
Kleywegt, Nakamura, & Markley, 2012) using the
following criteria: the presence of a single polypeptide
chain in the asymmetric unit and the biological unit; the
crystallographic resolution ≤ 3.0Å and the presence of
only two continuous Structural Classification of Proteins
(SCOP) (Murzin, Brenner, Hubbard, & Chothia, 1995)
domains within each polypeptide chain. We did not
consider protein structures without SCOP domain
annotations in this data-set. The PDB accession codes
are provided in Table S4. The table also gives the details
and criteria used to curate the PDB to obtain (n = 290)
the final data-set of two-domain proteins. This set was
non-redundant at 30%.

Data-sets of homologous structures and sequences

Each of the 290 proteins sequences were queried against
the entire PDB, using Position specific iterative blast (PSI-
BLAST) (Altschul et al., 1997) at an E-value cut-off of
10�5 with low-complexity regions masked for five itera-
tions. We ensured that the sets of homologous protein
sequences picked by BLAST for every query was reliable
by filtering the hits using the following criteria: sequence
identity ≥ 30% and query and hit coverage ≥ 80%. A total
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of 691 homologous protein sequences with known 3D
structure for 255 sequences were picked. Thirty-five
sequences were unique in the initial data-set and had no
homologous proteins matching our criteria. This summed
up to a total of 928 unique multi-domain protein–homo-
logue pairs. This data-set was used to compare the features
of multi-domain proteins with their homologous proteins.
Domain definitions for the homologous proteins were
taken from SCOP. In the absence of SCOP domain defini-
tions, domain boundaries were marked from the align-
ments of these homologues with their corresponding
SCOP annotated multi-domain protein. Apart from having
homologues of known structure from the PDB, we also
queried each of the 290 sequences to obtain homologues
from UniProt database (Consortium, 2012) using PSI-
BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997). We used the same criteria
for selection and pruning of hits to obtain the final set of
homologues sequences as described above. We were not
able to obtain homologues for three sequences using the
above-mentioned criteria.

Identification of IDLs in multi-domain proteins

The IDLs definition was guided by the SCOP domain
definitions for the multi-domain protein data-set. The
rationale is that IDLs have very little or no interactions
with either of the domains which they tether. Linker
fragments connecting the two domains for each of the
multi-domain contain the ith (i.e. C-ter residue of the 1st
SCOP domain) and i+ 1 residue (i.e. N-ter residue of the
2nd SCOP domain); they can have a maximum length of
40 residues. We scanned 20 residues towards the N- and
C-terminus of the ith residue to generate all possible
fragments. We then computed average number of heavy
atom contacts for each residue within a sphere of 4.5Å
for all the fragments. The contacts within i+ 3 and i�3
residues, while computing averages for the ith residue,
were neglected. The fragments generated using SCOP
boundaries showed fewer contacts per residue than when
a random boundary position was chosen. The fragment
with the lowest average contacts was chosen as the IDL.

IDL and ISS sequence and structural properties

Amino acid distributions for the IDLs and inter-second-
ary structural linker (ISS) regions of multi-domain pro-
teins were computed and compared with background
distributions. The inter-secondary structure segments/
loops were identified after secondary structure assign-
ments by Stride (Frishman & Argos, 1995; Heinig &
Frishman, 2004). We used protein structural alphabets to
condense the 3D structural information into a 1D
sequence. The structural alphabets are computed by
breaking the structure into a series of five residue over-
lapping fragments called PB. The back bone features of
the polypeptide fragments are then used to assign the
structural alphabet to each block. A catalogue of this

method has been published (Joseph et al., 2010) and
used for a variety of studies (de Brevern et al., 2000; de
Brevern, Valadie, Hazout, & Etchebest, 2002; Fourrier
et al., 2004). We analysed the distributions of 16 PBs
and their transitions (in terms of 256 consecutive di-PBs)
in both the IDLs and the ISS regions.

Quantifying IDG

A dihedral angle (χ; -180 to +180) to quantify the inter-
domain orientation/geometry (IDG) of multi-domain pro-
teins was defined. We used the two centre of masses
coordinates corresponding to interacting domains and the
two C-α atom coordinates (residues i and i+ 1) of SCOP
domain boundaries to define the dihedral angle. The dis-
tribution of IDGs was then analysed by fitting to von
Mises distribution (Dowe et al., 1996). The variation in
the IDG for a given multi-domain protein–homologue
pair was computed as the absolute difference (Δχ) of the
smallest angle between the two dihedrals. We also ana-
lysed the frequency distributions of this difference in
IDGs. Homologous protein pairs with Δχ ≤ 30° were
grouped in IDG-C set and those with Δχ> 30° in IDG-
NC, respectively.

Global comparison of multi-domain protein structures

Dali structural alignment programme (Hasegawa & Holm,
2009; Holm & Sander, 1998) was used to compute the
structure-based sequence alignment and the global RMSD
(Å) for all the 928 pairs. Global distance test-total score
(GDT_TS) (Zemla, 2003) computed at 1, 2, 4 and 8Å was
also used for a more robust comparison of homologous
protein structures. The structure-based sequence align-
ments were done with Dali to map the PB sequences and
derive a PB–PB alignment for each pair of proteins. The
pair-wise structure-based amino acid sequence alignments
and PB–PB alignments permit to compute the AA- and
PB-scores. The AA-scores and PB-scores were done for
both the interfaces and the IDLs separately.

Comparison of interfaces and IDLs

Structural comparisons of domain–domain interfaces
among homologous protein pairs were performed using
the iAlign algorithm (Gao & Skolnick, 2010). The Z-
score cut-off of 6.0 was applied to filter the interface
alignments. Interface alignments were analysed only if
there were at least four residues in both the interfaces.
We obtained IS-score, int-RMSD (Å) and No. of aligned
contacts after the alignments. The IDL fragments of
homologous pairs were compared by locally aligning
them as a block to obtain an IDL alignment score (lin-
Ali score). This alignment was then used to obtain the
topological equivalences for superposition and subse-
quent lin-RMSD (Å) calculations. The fitting was
performed using the McLachlan algorithm (1982) as
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implemented in the programme ProFit (Martin, A. C. R.
and Porter, C. T., http://www.bioinf.org.uk/software/
profit/).

Amino acid and PB substitution scores

We employed AA-score and PB-scores to quantify the
amino acid and PB similarities, respectively, for inter-
faces and IDL segments. These scores quantify the
extent of amino acid change and the PB change for a
given sets of positions. AA-score depicts the conserva-
tion of amino acid nature for a set of positions and PB-
score depicts the conservation of local conformation at a
given set of positions. We used the structure-based
amino acid sequence alignments and mapped PB–PB
alignments of interface and IDL fragments to compute
the substitution scores (Equations (1) and (2)), respec-
tively.

AAscore ¼ 2�P
n MijP

n Mii þ
P

n Mjj
ð1Þ

PBscore ¼ 2�P
n MpqP

n Mpp þ
P

n Mqq
ð2Þ

where i and j represent aligned amino acids and p and q
represent the aligned PB at a given alignment position n.
Mij, Mii and Mjj are the BLOSUM62 substitution values
and Mpq, Mpp and Mqq are the PB-substitution values.
Gaps in both the amino acid and the PB alignments are
penalized by using a value of �4.00. The PB substitu-
tion matrix used to score the conservation of local con-
formation is provided in supplementary Table S5.

Internal protein domain flexibility

An ensemble of 100 low-energy conformers for each
multi-domain protein was obtained by using CONCO-
ORD algorithm (de Groot et al., 1997) using a set of dis-
tance constraints. Yamber2 and Engh–Huber parameters
were used for setting van der Waals and bonded con-
straints. Care was taken so that the conformers generated
did not have any short contacts and did not violate the
predefined bounds by more than 1 nm in total. The IDG
(χ) was then computed for each of the conformers and a
circular mean and circular variance was computed. The
circular variance (Allen & Johnson, 1991) of the IDG
(Equation (3)) was served as a measure of flexibility of
inter-domain orientation.

VarðvÞ ¼ 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð
Xn

i¼1

cos viÞ2 þ ð
Xn

i¼1

sin viÞ2
s

=n ð3Þ

where χi is the IDG of the ith conformer and n is the
total number of conformers. The ensemble of conformers

was then converted into PB sequences and a multiple
alignment of 100 PB sequences was generated for each
multi-domain protein. The PB entropy (Equation (4)) (de
Brevern et al., 2000) was then computed at each position
along the sequence and averaged over the length of IDL
segments.

SPB ¼ �
X16
i¼1

Pi lnPi ð4Þ

where Pi is the frequency of PB i in each of the aligned
column. This value ranged from 0 to a maximum of 4.0.
This measure provided with the local flexibility of the
main-chain.

Free energy computations

The free energy contributions towards the folding for the
individual domains and the full length multi-domain pro-
teins were computed using the FoldX (Schymkowitz
et al., 2005; Van Durme et al., 2011) empirical effective
energy function. This interaction energy was applied as a
measure of extent of interactions in addition to the num-
ber of contacts.

Statistics and significance tests

All variables were tested for normality using Kolmogo-
rov–Smirnov tests (linear data) and Watson’s test
(angles). All normally distributed values were compared
using Student’s t-test and its circular variable equivalent
with Watson’s two-sample test for homogeneity (Mardia,
2000). All proportion and frequency data were arcsine
transformed before checking for normality. All propensi-
ties were computed as a ratio of observed frequencies
and background frequencies (see Supplementary Meth-
ods). The expected probabilities for amino acids, PBs
and diPBs were computed from the observed frequencies
in the whole data-set. Pearson’s correlation coefficients
were computed in establishing the relationships among
various parameters. We used Fisher’s Z-test to assess the
significance in comparing the correlation coefficients. All
statistics were performed using the statistics module from
the R package (R-devel, 2011).

Results

IDLs are distinct in sequence and structural properties
from inter-secondary structures

We studied the properties of both IDL segments and
ISSs. These comparisons would aid in the development
of methods for identification and demarcation of IDLs
from sequence databases. The IDLs in our data-set were
significantly longer (12.53 ± 8.2) than ISS linkers (4.34
± 1.9; Unpaired Student’s t-test; t= 41.74; df = 2981;
p< .01). The distribution of IDL lengths in our data-set
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of globular two-domain proteins is bimodal with peaks
at 15 and 22 residues, respectively (Figure 1). In order
to understand the length dependence of IDL properties
better, we classified them into three classes i.e. short
linkers (2–5 residues), medium-sized linkers (6–15 resi-
dues) and long linkers (>16 residues) (Figure 1). We
found almost equal proportion of short (30.0%, n = 87)
and medium-sized IDLs (28.2%, n = 82) and slightly
more proportion of longer IDLs (41.7%, n= 141) in the
data-set.

Six amino acids (Glu, Gly, Ile, Pro, Lys and Trp)
have high preferences in the IDLs (see Figure S1). Of
these, only Trp and Lys residues have high propensities
in comparison to ISSs (see Figure S1) and hence their
presence can act as a demarcating feature when using
composition information to identify IDLs (See Supple-
mentary Results).

We investigated if IDLs comprised of standard
secondary structures. Substantial number of linker resi-
dues are present in the standard secondary structures
such as β-turns (23.1%; n = 839), β-sheets (28.5%;
n= 1035) and α-helices (22.5%; n= 817). Residues with
non-regular conformations, such as coils, were also pres-
ent in same proportions (22.1%; n= 803). Although the
occurrences of β-sheets, β-turns and coils were not very
different from helices, they have high propensities (i.e.

propensity > 1.00) to occur in the IDLs (Figure 2). The
β-sheets/strands are found in IDLs with highest propen-
sity (Figure 2). To determine if the IDLs formed stable
structures within themselves (especially β-sheets and
α-helices); we computed the proportion of hydrogen
bonds (H-bonds) per residue within the IDLs. We also
tested if there is length dependence for adopting these
secondary structures. Both the intra IDL hydrogen bonds
(LL) and the hydrogen bonds formed between IDLs and
domain segments (LD) have been measured (See Supple-
mentary Results). The medium and long linkers are able
to interact within the linker segments favourably and
form more compact and regular conformations. We
investigated if the conformations adopted by residues in
IDLs are distinct from the conformations of residues in
the linker of contiguous regular secondary structural
regions (ISSs). The conformational preferences of resi-
dues were quantified using 16 structural alphabets or
PBs. The preference of the main-chain to adopt a partic-
ular conformation was quantified by measuring the pro-
pensities of structural alphabets.

Further, we quantified di-PB (consecutive structural
alphabets) propensities in order to see how the conforma-
tion at a given position in the linker region propagates
(Figure 3(A) and (B)). Specific structures, i.e. set of di-
PBs, was distinct from the PB occurrences in the com-
plete data-set of proteins (see Supplementary Methods).
As most of these diPBs were also observed to have
lower frequencies in the overall protein structures, we
also quantified the most frequently observed di-PBs in
the short, medium and long size IDLs. The frequency
computations showed that short IDLs comprised mostly

Figure 1. Length distribution of IDL in multi-domain
proteins. Bimodal distribution of probability density of IDL
lengths (n= 290). The blue lines (at 5 and 15) are the
boundaries used to define short, medium and long size IDLs.
Representative structures of these three classes of IDLs are also
shown.

Figure 2. Propensities of gross secondary structures adopted
by IDL segments. Propensities of IDL residues to adopt seven
different secondary structures computed as the ratio of
observed and background frequencies for each class. The
propensities are rescaled to show preferred secondary structures
above the value 0. β-sheets, turns and coil segments have high
propensities (see also Figures S2 and S3).

Inter-domain geometry in multi-domain proteins 5
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of di-PBs corresponding to β-sheets and β-strands struc-
tures at the termini of β-strands (di-PBs: cd, dd, de and
df). The next highest representation was observed in coil
segments (di-PBs: eh, fk, fb, gg, gh, hi, ia and kb). The
same pattern was also seen in medium and long size
IDLs. In medium and long size IDLs, di-PBs corre-
sponding to helical segments were also observed in rela-
tively higher frequencies (di-PBs: kl, lm, mm and mn).

IDG and domain orientations in multi-domain
proteins

We measured IDG for all the multi-domain proteins in
terms of the torsional angle (χ) which varied from
�180° to +180° (see Methods, Figure 4(A)). This angle
represents the relative orientation of the two domains
with respect to each other. The farther the angles from
0°, the more non-collinear are the centre of masses of
the interacting domains with respect to the IDLs. The
inter-domain orientations in the two-domain proteins
with respect to the IDL were small and close to zero
(< ± 60°) in most (41.3%; n= 120) of the cases. Most of
the proteins, however, showed a slight negative gauche
tendency (close to �60°) in their orientations (Figure 4).
We found that the distribution of the inter-domain angle
(χ) followed a von Mises distribution (Circular analogue
of the normal distribution on a line; Watson’s goodness
of fit test; test-statistic = .7872; p = .187; μ=�49.97°;
ρ(circular) = .226; var(χ) = .773, Figure 4(B)). To explore if
there is any preference of inter-domain orientation

towards a certain angle in proteins within the three
groups of IDLs, we computed the goodness of fit to von
Mises distribution of angles for all of them. Although
there is no statistically significant difference in the
distribution of angles in short, medium and long size
IDL containing proteins, as the length of the IDLs
increases the mean inter-domain orientations are farther
away from 0°. The inter-domain orientation is very well
conserved in the homologous multi-domain proteins
(Figure 4(C), see Methods). We assessed the similarities
in the χ angles by measuring the difference of the angles
for every multi-domain–homologue pair. This value,
however, showed a strong peak close to 0°. The major
half of the cases (61.09%; n = 567) showed a value less
than or equal to 30° indicating that there were little or
no variations in the inter-domain orientations of homolo-
gous protein structures (Figure 4(C)). Hence domain ori-
entation is conserved in homologous multi-domain
proteins. To understand if it is only a direct consequence
of the conservation of sequence and structural divergence
among the homologous proteins, correlations between
difference in χ values and variations in sequence
(sequence identity) and structural features (overall C–α
RMSD and GDT_TS) for each multi-domain–homologue
pair were measured (Figure 5). It suggests a slight nega-
tive correlation of sequence identity (Pearson r=�.290;
n= 928) (Figure 5(A)) and structural variation (for
GDT_TS: Pearson r=�.294; n = 928; for RMSD: Pear-
son r= .245; n= 928) with the variance in inter-domain
orientation (Figure 5(B) and (C)). It highlights that

Figure 3. Conformational propagation and diPB propensity. The distribution of all 256 consecutive di-PB’s propensities (1 being
random) of (A) IDL and (B) ISS segments is shown. The most frequent and preferred conformations adopted by IDLs (green and
blue coloured regions) are more regular (corresponding to β-sheets and α-helices) and distinct to the conformations of ISS loops (see
also Figure S4).
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global changes in sequence and structure affect inter-
domain orientations.

At a finer level, in order to establish quantitative rela-
tionships between inter-domain orientation changes and
sequence and structural properties, we studied the
changes in properties of IDLs and domain–domain inter-
faces in detail. We hypothesize that the extent to devia-
tions observed for inter-domain orientations of the two
interacting domains would depend on both the interac-
tion patterns at the interface and the IDL flexibility/con-
formational freedom. The precise orientation adopted is
the result of combination of IDL and interface properties
dictated by the overall topology/structure. The relative
contributions of these two features in preserving domain
orientations would be reflected in the strong evolutionary
selection pressure for conservation. In order to under-
stand the above-mentioned relative contributions of inter-
face and IDL properties, the multi-domain–homologue
pairs were classified into IDG conserved (IDG-C;
Δχ ≤ 30°) and non-conserved categories (IDG-NC;
Δχ> 30°).

Effect of IDLs and domain–domain interactions on
evolutionary conservation of IDG

We quantified the effects of domain interactions and con-
formational preferences of IDLs on the inter-domain ori-
entation. In understanding the extent of involvement of
interface in the IDG, we computed interface similarities
for pairs of homologous multi-domain proteins in terms
of sequence (namely int-AA score, see Methods Sec-
tion), local main-chain structure (int-PB score) and over-
all interactions patterns (IS-score and int-RMSD). For
the IDLs, we determined the fragment sequences proper-

ties (lin-AA score, lin-Alignment score) and structural
and conformational (lin-PB score, lin-RMSD) properties.
We reasoned that features which affect inter-domain ori-
entations would have differential distributions when we
compare cases with conserved (IDG-C) and non-con-
served inter-domain geometries (IDG-NC).

Among homologous multi-domain proteins showing
conserved IDG-C, interfaces were well aligned. The
IDG-C set had significantly higher IS-scores (.69 ± .19)
than the IDG-NC set (.48 ± .21; Student’s t-test:
t= 14.52; df = 878; p< .0001; Figure 6(A)). This score
reflects the underlying pattern in the structural (int-
RMSD: Student’s t-test: t= 10.89; df = 878; p < .0001;
Figure 6(B)) and interaction similarities (No. of aligned
contacts: Student’s t-test: t= 6.54; df = 878; p < .0001;
Figure S6) observed in the given homologous protein
pairs in spite of similar sized interfaces (2812 ± 1697Å2

for IDG-C and 2562 ± 1646Å2 for IDG-NC; Unpaired
Student’s t-test: t=�1.31; df = 259; p= .188) of proteins
in the two sets compared. In addition to these, we also
found that the amino acid sequence and local structural
conservation is higher in the IDG-C set.

A similar trend was observed for distributions of IDL
properties for the two sets of homologous protein pairs.
The IDL segments in both the groups showed similar
length distributions (12.8 ± 8.3 for IDG-C; 12.2 ± 8.3 for
IDG-NC; Unpaired Student’s t-test: t= .57; df = 254;
p= .566). We observed high sequence and structure con-
servation of the IDL segments in homologous protein
pairs where IDG is conserved. The IDG-C set has higher
IDL alignment score (2.93 ± 1.69) than the IDG-NC (2.06
± 1.46) set (Unpaired Student’s t-test: t= 8.13; df = 926;
p< .0001; Figure 6(C)). The structural conservation

Figure 4. IDG distributions and evolutionary conservation. (A) The structure of representative multi-domain protein C-Myb (PDB
code: 1GV2), DNA-binding protein showing two all alpha domains having a χ-angle of 10.4°. The centre of mass coordinates of the
two domains (red and blue) and the two C-α atom coordinates of SCOP domain boundary residues are used to define the IDG torsion
angle (χ). (B) Circular histogram showing the von Mises distribution of χ angles (Watson’s goodness of fit test; test-statistic = .7872;
p= .187; μ =�49.97°; ρ(circular) = .226; var(χ) = .773) in all the multi-domain proteins (n = 290). The area of each sector is proportional
to the abundance of the IDG within that angular bin (see also Figure S5 and Table S3). (C) Probability density of variation of IDG in
homologous multi-domain proteins. For a large fraction (61.09%; n = 567) of the homologous protein pairs IDG is conserved
(Δχ ≤ 30°).
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measured as local RMSD of the IDL segments also
showed lower values for the 1DG-C set than the IDG-NC
set (Unpaired Student’s t-test: t= 2.52; df = 926; p= .0118;
Figure 6(D)).

We quantified the sequence variation and structural
variation for homologous interface and IDL pairs in AA-
and PB-scores, respectively (See Methods). The int-AA
score for IDG-C is significantly higher than that of IDG-
NC (Student’s t-test: t= 8.42; df = 878; p< .0001; Figure 6
(E)). The distributions of the int-PB scores are also high
for interfaces pairs in homologous protein pairs (Stu-
dent’s t-test: t= 7.51; df = 878; p< .001) with domain ori-
entation conserved (Figure 6(F)). In comparing the
homologous IDL segments, the AA-score (Unpaired Stu-
dent’s t-test: t= 10.41; df = 926; p< .0001; Figure 6(E))
and the PB-scores (Unpaired Student’s t-test: t= 10.30;
df = 926; p< .0001; Figure 6(F)) showed significant dif-
ferences in the distributions of IDG-C and IDG-NC sets.
These comparisons of interface and IDL sequence and
structure properties between IDG-C and IDG-NC sets
showed that the variations in the interface and IDL affect
IDG. In order to understand which properties contribute
most to the variation of IDG among homologues, the
correlation coefficients for the change in IDG (Δχ) and
each of the interface and IDL sequence and structural
conservation parameters were computed (Table 1). Inter-
face alignment, expressed as IS-score, is most well corre-
lated (Pearson r=�.46) with the change in IDG. This
value was significantly higher (Table 1) than that of IDL
fragment alignment score (Pearson r=�.26) indicating
that the interface variations determined the IDG varia-
tions better. This was also reflected in the local structural
superposition of the interfaces as measured by local
RMSD. Correlations coefficients for AA- and PB-scores
are almost similar for interfaces and IDLs (Table 1). This
conclusively indicated that the interface properties have
more constraints in determining the IDG among homolo-
gous protein pairs.

Flexibility of IDLs and domain motions

The flexibility of IDLs induces domain motions and
affects the IDG. To obtain a measure of extent of inter-
nal flexibility of IDG of multi-domain proteins, we gen-
erated and sampled an ensemble of 100 low-energy
conformers using CONCOORD (see Methods). We mea-
sured ‘circular variance’ of the χ-angle for the conform-
ers of each multi-domain protein. This value ranging
from 0 to 1 depicts how tightly or loosely the inter-
domain geometries cluster together across the entire
ensemble of conformers. We then determined the rela-
tionship between circular variance of IDG-Var and the
interaction energy between the two domains. We also
investigated if there is a length dependence of this rela-
tionship for the three different IDLs in our data-set. In
general, the spread of the IDG (circular variance of χ)

Figure 5. Relationship between the variation in global
sequence and structural divergence and the variation in IDG. The
variation in IDG as a function of (A) global sequence identity,
(B) overall RMSD and (C) GDT_TS among homologous protein
pairs (n = 928). A small correlation is observed for sequence
identity and GDT_TS indicating that the relationship is not
quantitative.
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Figure 6. Relative contributions of interface and IDL properties in conservation and divergence of IDG. (A) IS-scores for IDG-C
and IDG-NC sets showing that interfaces are conserved better in IDG-C set (see also Figure S6). (B) int-RMSD values are also lower
in IDG-C than IDG-NC. Interface interaction patterns and geometries are more preserved and are indicative of conservation of IDG
among homologous proteins. (C) Local IDL segment alignment scores are also high for IDG-C than the IDG-NC data-set. (D) The
IDL local RMSD although significantly different in the two sets of homologous proteins have high variances and are less correlated
to the overall change in IDG. (E) Amino acid and (F) PB substitution scores for interfaces and IDLs in the IDG-C and IDG-NC
data-sets.

Table 1. Relative contribution of interface and IDL properties in determining IDG: Pearson correlation coefficients representing the
relationship between IDG (χ) and various interface and IDL parameters. The first two interface properties are significantly more
correlated with IDG than the corresponding IDL properties indicating that interface variations and conservation better dictates IDG
variations during evolutionary processes. Comparing the correlation coefficients using Fishers Z-test established statistical
significance. The diff-Z denotes the difference in Z-scores of interface and IDL properties after Fishers transformation. The
corresponding one-tailed p-value is also provided.

Parameter Interface IDL Diff Z p-value

Alignment score �.46 �.26 �4.86 8.68E-07
local RMSD .33 .07 5.75 6.53E-09
AA-score �.27 �.30 .69 4.87E-01
PB-score �.26 �.29 .59 4.90E-01

p< .001 is shown in bold.
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decreases as the interaction free energy between the
domains increases favourably. This was more stark only
for short and long size IDLs (Figure 7(A)) as they are
more positively correlated with the interaction free
energy (Pearson r: short = .34; medium= .09; and
long = .25) (Figure 7(A)). This might also be reflective of
the observed bias in the lengths of IDL in multi-domain
proteins (Figure 1). The apparent lack of correlation
between the flexibility of IDG and the interaction energy
in medium-sized linkers can make them less effective
and costly for incorporation in multi-domain proteins.

These results showed mechanistically that the inter-
face has more constraints on the IDG and the interacting

domains making more contacts across the interface can
stabilize the domain orientations better. The internal flex-
ibility (IDG-Var) stems from overall effect of various
dihedral angle shifts across the main-chain of the protein.
We captured this shift in terms of PB-entropy for each
site over the entire ensemble (See Methods). A slight
positive correlation (Pearson r= .25) was detected
between average IDL PB entropy. This showed that high
PB entropy concentration in IDL segments can manifest
as internal flexibility and aid in domain motions.

Discussion

IDLs bridge the domains of the multi-domain proteins.
Various roles have been attributed to IDLs from functional
coupling of domains, catalytic (Altschuh et al., 1994) act
as spacers (Adzhubei & Sternberg, 1994; George & Herin-
ga, 2002) and interaction stabilizers. Previous attempts to
understand IDL properties have aided in setting up some
rules for the design of inactive and inert IDLs used fre-
quently for the generation of fused and tagged proteins
(Chung, Parker, Bianchet, Amzel, & Stivers, 2009).

The IDLs and ISS segments showed demarcating fea-
tures in amino acid compositions from the rest of the
proteins, but did not display features specific to IDLs
alone. The IDLs are mainly preferred to be in β-strands/
sheets, turns and coiled conformations. Converting pro-
tein 3D structures into one-dimensional PB has aided in
understanding complex information such as similarities
and differences in conformational properties in terms of
strings and also opened up various string comparisons
and matching tools (de Brevern et al., 2000; de Brevern,
2005; Gelly, Joseph, Srinivasan, & de Brevern, 2011).
Di-PBs in IDLs and ISS regions showed distinct distri-
butions indicating that IDLs can be identified if PB can
be predicted. Further, these results also substantiated the
observed secondary structural and hydrogen-bonding pat-
terns observed for the three IDL groups. Analysis of the
sequence and conformational properties of IDLs illus-
trated the diversity in their interaction patterns and length
dependent features clearly. Short linkers (<5 residues)
are mostly part of loop segments or at the termini of β-
sheets/strands. Medium-sized (6–15 residues) linkers
showed some short helices, but were able to form indi-
vidual β-strands. Long (>16 residues) IDLs showed large
loops, fully H-bonded anti-parallel β-sheets and formed
more stable structures. Although there is a length depen-
dence of the end-to-end distance with the linker size,
few of the medium-sized linkers and, to some extent, the
long linkers are able to form closed loop structures.
These structures are conformationally diverse and form a
basic element of protein structure (Berezovsky, Grosberg,
& Trifonov, 2000; Berezovsky, Kirzhner, Kirzhner,
Rosenfeld, & Trifonov, 2002). Apart from forming
closed loop structures, these structures are stabilized by

Figure 7. Effect of domain–domain interactions and PB
transitions of IDLs on the internal flexibility IDG. (A) Circular
variance of χ denotes the internal flexibility of IDG and is
dependent on the extent of inter-domain interactions. It shows a
small positive correlation with the interaction free energy (kcal/
mol) in proteins with short and long size IDLs. (B) The
internal flexibility is also affected by the local main-chain
conformational changes measured as average PB entropy for
the IDL segments. We observe a slight correlation here also.
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hydrogen-bonding and van der Waals forces. The van
der Waals contacts between the linker residues make
them compact and also aid in shielding the non-polar
side chains from water, providing extra stabilization due
to solvation. These structures are similar to the van der
Waals locks (Berezovsky, 2003; Berezovsky & Trifonov,
2001). Particularly, these structures are essential in pro-
teins with small IDLs, where they act as cementing
structures across the interface (Berezovsky, 2003; Ber-
ezovsky & Trifonov, 2001).

Central to the conformational properties of IDLs is
their roles in dictating the inter-domain interactions and
orientations. Covalent linking of domains in multi-
domain proteins brings various emergent geometric prop-
erties associated with protein structure. Crucial to the
functioning of proteins among them is IDG. IDG shapes
the extent of functional coupling between protein
domains (Bashton & Chothia, 2002). Previous work on
IDG showed the importance of interface interactions and
their variations (Han, Kerrison, Chothia, & Teichmann,
2006). We underlined detailed biophysical explanations
to the observed interplay of domain orientations, interac-
tions and linker conformations to these claims. Most
multi-domain proteins displayed relatively small χ angle
and followed a von Mises distribution; a circular ana-
logue of the normal distribution. For a large proportion
of multi-domain proteins, the inter-domain torsional
angle is evolutionarily conserved. This conservation
among homologous proteins was only weakly correlated
with global sequence and structural variations. Hence,
the IDG seems affected to a large extent by changes in
interacting surfaces and/or IDLs. In the analysis in con-
text of variation of inter-domain orientation, we high-
lighted that IS-score (Gao & Skolnick, 2010) shows the
highest correlation with variation in IDG. Although the
variations in IDL alignments and structures are also cor-
related with IDG, they are significantly lower, indicating
that the relative contributions of the interface are greater.
The variations across evolutionarily related proteins are
primarily due to variations in sequence. These sequence
variations manifest as variations in conformational pref-
erences and interactions in the 3D structure. In spite of
variances in sequence (AA-scores) and conformational
(PB-scores) properties of both interfaces and IDLs being
correlated with variation in IDG, there appears to be no
significant differences amongst them. Only interface
structural variations show the highest correlation with
changes in IDG. This accentuates the constraints in pre-
serving the IDG caused by interacting surfaces and inter-
actions. Interaction preservation constrains the interaction
geometry. Although the variations in local sequence and
structural properties of both interfaces and IDLs vary
over evolutionary time, the manifestation of these
changes as divergence in IDG is primarily governed by
the interaction preservation/variance across the interfaces.

Domain motions are a result of changes in the dihe-
dral angles (u and ψ) along the main-chain of the pro-
teins. These changes when localized in the IDLs can
result in large-scale domain shifts. Internal flexibility of
inter-domain orientation is dependent on the energetic
costs and the topology of the protein. Proteins which
have high circular variance (�1.00) of IDG are very
flexible and undergo large-scale motions easily. We ear-
lier showed that interaction patterns provide the biggest
constraints to evolutionary conservation of IDG. An
interesting hypothesis is that the interaction energy
between the domains affects the flexibility (IDG-Var) of
IDG. We found that as the interaction free energy across
the domains increases the flexibility decreases. We found
limited correlation for this inverse relationship. We also
found length dependence for this relationship. This
inverse correlation was only observed for short and long
size IDL containing proteins. Medium-sized IDL contain-
ing proteins did not show any correlation of interaction
energy and IDG-Var. This provided us with a possible
mechanistic answer to the observed bias in the abun-
dance of short and long size IDLs in multi-domain pro-
teins. Short linkers are constrained and have closely
interacting domains, which makes IDG more coupled to
the interaction patterns and interaction energy at the
interfaces. In the case of long size IDLs, most of them
loop back and form stable interactions like anti-parallel
β-sheets across the interface resembling closed loops
(Berezovsky et al., 2000), thereby making IDG again
more coupled to the interface. In the case of medium-
sized linkers, the length is not small enough to constrain
the interactions and not long enough to loop back to
form stable interactions. Here, the IDG seems to be
decoupled to the contacts at the interfaces. We previ-
ously showed that the inter-domain interactions are more
instrumental in stabilizing multi-domain proteins (Bhas-
kara & Srinivasan, 2011). This stability is also seen in
terms of retention of IDG (small IDG-var). Torsional
angular shifts across the length of the IDLs were com-
puted by measuring the average PB entropy over the
ensemble. This again showed small correlation with the
IDG-var, indicating that main-chain conformational
switching can aid in the flexibility of IDG. These meth-
ods to quantify the main-chain flexibility can be
employed to decipher the mechanism of domain
motions.

George and Heringa studied IDL sequence and con-
formational properties and identified two main classes of
IDLs, i.e. helical and non-helical (George & Heringa,
2002). The current analysis on IDL revisits the sequence
and structural analysis in greater detail using PBs. Com-
parison of IDL sequence and conformational properties
with ISS segments provides us with guidelines to
develop methods to identify IDLs in newly sequenced
genomes. We show this with proteins having continuous
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domains where there is ambiguity on domain boundaries.
In case of more complex and discontinuous domains,
defining the domain boundaries and, hence, the IDLs can
be a difficult problem. We believe that our analysis in
conjunction with hierarchical domain decomposition
methods (Berezovsky, Esipova, & Tumanyan, 2000; Ber-
ezovsky, Namiot, Tumanyan, & Esipova, 1999; Koczyk
& Berezovsky, 2008) would be useful in understanding
the relative importance of multiple IDLs connecting
complex domains.

Our results show that the interface interaction preser-
vation across homologous proteins best preserves the
IDG. This is instrumental in modelling of multi-domain
proteins from the 3D structures of individual domains.
To model the full-length proteins from individual
domains, either the domain–domain interfaces need to be
accurately identified or the accurate loop modelling of
the IDLs needs to be performed. We show that the inter-
face identification is quite essential in fixing the IDG,
and therefore more instrumental in building accurate full-
length protein models.

Conclusions

The IDLs play a central role in the interplay of domains
of multi-domain proteins. We showed here, using a PB
approach, that IDLs are distinct in structure from inter
secondary structures (ISSs). In order to understand the
effects of IDLs on IDG, we quantified inter domain
geometry (IDG) using a simple geometric descriptor. The
distribution of IDG is an evolutionarily conserved phe-
nomenon among homologous multi-domain proteins. In
understanding the mechanistic basis of this conserved
pattern, we probed at global sequence and structural vari-
ations among homologues. To clearly decipher the rela-
tionship between protein divergence and conservation/
preservation of IDG, local properties of interfaces and
IDL segments were quantified. We highlight that both
the IDLs and the interfaces show effects in dictating the
conservation of IDG. By measuring their extent of corre-
lations with IDG, we quantified the relative contributions
of interface and IDL properties. This illustrated that the
interface has a more pronounced effect in dictating IDG
in comparison to IDL, although variations in IDLs are
high among homologous proteins. Moreover, a length
dependence of correlation between the flexibility in IDG
and the interaction energy across the interface exists.
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